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i I. Introduction 

In 19)5 Yukawa. suggested a hypothesis according to which the nucleons interact by a 

_certain intermidiate meson field. The-particles of this field-mesons have the mass/" 

less than that of the nucleon/'/ Ill approximately by an order. Under this hypothesis the 

real "physical nucleon" consists of a "bare" point nucleon surrounded by a meson field 

like a point electric charge is surrounded by an electric field. In terms of a corpuscular 

theory it can be said that there is a cloud ef virtual mesons around a nucleon as ·well as 

there is a cloud of virtual photons and electron-positron pairs around an electric charge. 

The probabili.ty of a virtual mes.on production be·comes appreciably less when its mo-

mentum becomes more than/c l). Therefore, anambiguity in the meson cloud energy is about: 
z 

~ E /IC 
the lifetime 

whereas an ambiguity in the-momentum - Ap7c . It· follows from here that 

of a virtual meson af ~ ~c , the dimension of a meson field 4 X"' ~c. 

The di.scovery of charged and neutral <n -mesons (pions) with a mass 11J.i.- = t/6,5/1 

confirmed the main postulate of Yukawa. As for the mathematical formulation of Yukawa 1 s 

idea rec~ntly $Uggested by Chew and Low for the nonrelativistic energies of particles 

(E « M2"' o,94 Bev) it yieldea, on the one hand, a satisfactory quantitative discription 

of the experiments on scattering and photoproduction of ,r- mesons and a correct order of 

the magnitude of the proton and neutron magnetic moment.1 2 1 

These results of the nonrelativistic theory allow to think that the virtual cloud of 

r11" -mesons is a reality. However, the nucleon may dissociate not only into a nucleon 

and a pion, but also into a K-meson and a hyperon, into a pair nucleon-antinucleon etc: 
tV ~ ;V + 'Ji'-

Al;;:::::y+I( 

_Al;::= N -+Jl+N 

(1) 

(2) 

(J) 

Speculations for ·process (1) analogous to those given above lead to the conclusion 

that besides a pion cloud \Vith the characteristic dimension if /11(;.C there must also exist 

a cloud of virtual K-mesons with a characteristic dimensionh/ml(c (mk is the mass of a 

K-meson; ml(~ A'/2 2), and the cloud of virtual pairs (N ,N ) with a: characteristic dimen

sion -fi/uc (M is tte nucleon mass). 

-----------·--·· 
1) The operator of meson production is proportional to ~wK= f{-/;cit)~ (,1Jc'.)2.' k-

is a meson wave vector. re,JJ( · ;; ' 

2) The coupling between K-mesons and a "bare" nuc'ieon is likely to be weaker than 
that between a pion and a nucleon. Therefore, the K-meson cloud is less intensive than: 
the pion one, 
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May be a somewhat· naive picture of the phys1cal nucle·on structure is given in Fig.l 

as it, follows from the concept abo~t possible virtual processes inside a nucleon. 

This physical pictu~e- leads· to the· concepti~n about the existence of two different 

regi'ons inside a nucleon..:.the. o~ter .pi~n cloud and the central part, 11 core 11 where .K-:mesons, 

-nui::leon-antinucleon pairs and hy'perou's are essentially important. A characteristic dimen

sion of a "core" is~ M~=-2/fO-l;mthat is some ·times less than the dimesions of a pion 

cloud3). 

At present our ·knowledge of a nucleon "core" is very poor. But we may hope that we 
know much more of the nucleon pion cloud • 

. At any rate it is clear that if the contemporary theoretical concepts are able to des

cribe even roughly' the structure of such "elementary" particles as a nucleon, then charged 

virtual9'-mesons should be considered to distribute an electrical charge and currents in 

the nucleon pion cloud. In ·particular, it is these currents which must be a cause of the 

anomalous magnetic moment of· the nucleons. 

Later on we shall consider some ·experimental evidence in favour of the described pic

ture of the nucleon structure. 

We shall see that a mosaic of physical ideas, experimental data and calculations is 

far from being a harmonious and complete theory. However, one may console oneself that no 

longer than ten years ago the very word -"structure 11 ·of a nucleon would have seemed crimi

nal to a majority of physicists. 

§ 2. Methods for Study:1ng' Parti~ie Structure· 

The best way for studying the structure of an object is to see it. Since the dimen

sions of microparticles are small it is evident "that this possibility is excluded. However, 

there remains something analogous - this ·is·an elastic scattering by the particle under 

considerqtion of any rays with :the wave length · jl less than the dimensions of the partic-

When observing such a scattering in a ·particle ensembie one obtains a mean optical 

image of a particle from which·u~der some conditions it is'possible to obtain a space-time 

J) Jastrov _was likely to.be first who·arrived at the conclusion that.there exists a 
·core of a nucleon-a. region of_: great· repulsive -potential. I JI from the analysis of nucleon
nucleon scattering • One of the authors 141,151 came to the same conclusion starting from 
quite other considerations. 
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picture of particle structure with respect to the chosen rays. Experiments on electron or 

r -quanta scattering on nucleons ~~Y serve as an example of such measurements. 

The more detailed information· _o?l particle structure we warit to obtain the shorter 

waves should be used. If we restrict ourselves to the wave lengths ..l , more than the 

Compton wave length }ic- of th~ l~ghtest ~articles assoc~ated with a nucleon ( ~ -me--.__ . ' . 

sons are-such-pa.tlj._c_les), then the structural nucleon effects :will not be significant. 

For example, the sea ~in~f lightwitnl:1r!rwaV13-lengt_h---l_>> :/i.__ will yield the 
-----f11t,C-._ .. _ .. _ - -----

information only about the magnitude of the total nucleon charge. At smaller va1.ues·-of~ _ 

A the scattering already depends upon an anomalous magnetic moment of a nucleon, and by 
~ ' 

. _ .i\' <. m~c the detailed dynamic structure of a nuole~n is important. , In this, case the 

scat.taring cross section is essentially different from the scattering cross section on a 

point particle, 

It should be borne in mind th~t with the decrease of the wave length applied for stu

dying the structure of ray particles there ooour inevitably new effects complicating a 

simple "vision" picture of this structure. 

This is, firstly, the recoil effect; secondly, inelastic processes. Let .us consider 

them in succession. 

A. Recoil Effect 

t:, 
If the wave length of the rays }. < MC , _where M is the mass of the particle un-

der consideration, then in.the interaotionwith a ray particle, this particle changes es

sentially its motion due ·to the momentum transferred to it. To get an idea about the im

portance of such an effect to obt~in a particle image let us suppose that the intrinsic 

structure of a particle maY: be described by a wave function Cf, { /(, f), where K is the 

vector of the energy-momentum of a _particle ~afore its interaction with a ray,;are intrin-
' . 

sic coordinates of a particle. Let further 9J.(t(, f) _be the same function after the par -

tiole interaction with a ray K' is the vector of energy-mementum after the interaction). 

The product <t'/1/, f) and 'H, (t(,'f) incorporates into an experimentally determined quantity 

(the form-factor of a particle). Therefore, the optical image will be inevitably a oer-

·tain interference of pictures of the initial and final .states which differ by a direction 

and magnitude of a Lorentz compression. 

The F,ourler oo~pcinent of the form-factor 7 due to relativistic considerations Will 

be the function 
( 

I )2. - 2. . }. 
11-/1 =tJll-tll.; (A K = K '-'ii; A<!= l. 1-l), 

where K is spatial and c is time-like parts of four-fermion vector· K/ i.e., 
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(4) 

In the centre of gravity s_ys-t;,em the energy transfer tlc=O, and the form-factor allows to 

interpret the image as a certain spatial distribution -,. -

.f(!} =ji(A "ilz.J e ,·tJ" t d (At). (5) 

However, this distribution will be a interference of two distri~mtions "before the expe

riment" and "after the experiment". If we agree to consider such a goneralized distribu

tion as an imi..ge of the particle structure 'then by a sufficiently great number of scatter

ing acts ("rich statistics", as it is d.ccepted) and at a sufficiently short wavelength .A 
it is po_ssible to obtain whatever exact picture of similar optical image of a particle. 

B. Inelastic Processes 

With the decrease of the wave length 'A i.e. with the increase of the scattered par

ticles energy the inelastic processes become of greater importance. Their role is especial

ly great in case of strong interactions, The available experimental data on pion-nucleon 

and nucleon-nucleon interaction indicate that interactton cross sections rather.remain con

stant than decreas•e with the energy if~ rease, It uan be seen, e,g,, from Table .I, where 

are given experifuental values of the cross sections of inelastic proton and neutron inte

ractions with ferrum nuclei at great energi~s I 55 I together with the statistical errors ·of 

measurements, The mean energy for each interval in Table 1 is calculated with account of 

the proton energy spectrum in an atmosphere, The me~surements made by Grigorov et a1,l 5 I 

and Begzhanov_ et a~_ 17 l lead to analogous conclusions, Less clear are the tendencies in 

case of electromagnetic interactions, At high energies, however, the electromagnetic inte

raction may hardly be considered separately from other -ones; in partic,ular, from the inte-

ractions producing a_.1-' -meson and neutrino, Theor(r'l;ical estimates show that at very 
• high energies these processes become strong in the sense that the cross sections become 

more than~ .A7A"is the photon wave.Length I.BY, 
It seems quite probable that at high energies the constancy of the inelastic pro

cesses cross sections may be general. This circumstance is very likely to have a principle 

significance fo1· space-time description of the phenomena within a small range• 

Indeed, with the energy increase the number of possible channels of inelastic.proces

ses will increase. This means that the cross section of inelastic nondiffractional scatter

ing with the energy inorease will tend to zero, But it is this elastic scattering which is 

a source of information about a space-time structure of particles, Meanwhile with the ener

gy incr-ease all the elastic scattering _will gradually be reduced to a diffractional one 
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which is e11tirely due to :Inelastic processe:.i. 

These considerations may be illustrated by the conclvsions of the statistical theory 

of multiple particle production. According to this theory for(1l;p} collisions at i•:
0

= 5 nev 

the cross section of elastic nondiffractional scattering °ncf=6.f0-3 6;_;, (6';-,., - is the croi:;s 

section of inelastic processes), and at E
0 

= 7 BeV, ~d = 1, 5. 10-J °tr, ; while the cross 
/9] 

section of diffractional scattering 6".d =O!J o. • Analogously, for (pp)-collfoions , t-rr 

~ -3 -~ 
~d =5.(0 • f. 10 · d. 5.to Jrorn o. · nf r = 5 '> Beer 

J I ' t.n 1 .....- Co ~ < 

while OJ. -:: 0,!J 6"i.n l,f, gJ. 

The constancy of diffractional scattering is likely to indicate that a certain srr.all 

inner region of a particle is able to scatter like a "black sphere" of radius n. It is 

clear that the maximum information obtained from the scattering picture will be restricted 

by the data about an outer dimension of this "black sphere". From this point of view the 

magnitude R will be that scale of length which determines a real nonlocality (see Fig,2~. 

This dimension is not any universal length, but depends upon the kind of interaction4), 

At present we have not got. any experimental roof that there exists a "black" region 

inside the nucleons. The analysis· of experimental data by ( ~, p) and (p,p)-scattering 

points out, however, that there is actually a tendency fowards the appearance of 11 black

ness11 in the, central region of a nucleon while its periphery regions remain halftranspa

rent(11grey11)llOl ll4l, Scattering in these regions is also purely diffractional, i,e. '¼ct 
= 0, It may be used, however, to obtain the information about the distribution of 1t' -me

son and nucleon absorption inside a nucleon if these particles have a sufficiently small 

wave length, Thus, the study of diffractional scattering of particles should be also con

sidered as a m.eans for investigating the. nucleon structure, In this connection it must be 

emphasized trot further measurements of the interaction cross sections.with different 

nuclei: sQ,f u.ltrn.-high.. energy c9sr,1ic rays are of principle importance, Making use of 'the 

optical;. l'!iPde.l .o,µ¢: •ft.J?.Y- -obtain 'frortt t·he.se measurements the interaction cross sections of 

elementary particles at .ultra-high.energiesl 7 1 ,1 15 1, 

4) Note that the dimension of a "black sphere" ·R determining the scale of nonlocal:1-
ty may be introduced into the theory by the relativistically-invariant way 1101, 
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C. Other Methods for studying Nucleon Structure 
~- ~"' 

Besides scattering processes the study of bound states will yield some data on nuc-
., 

leon structure: superfine Jtripping of hydrogen spectrum lines, a spectrum of/" -meson 

atoms I l 5 I. All these metho,ls, however, give only ~ough mean characteristics of nucleon 

structure which cannot be compared with the results of the scattering experiments of fast 

particles (electrons, 'lf -mesons, nucleons), 

Therefore, in conclusion of this section it would be appropriate to give those'wave 

lengths which are now available to the experimentalists and to show some perspective pos

sibilities, These data are presented in Table II5). 

SJ •. Electromagnetic Structure of a Nucleon 

A supposition that there exists a cloud of charged mesons in a nucleon makes the stu

dy of quick electron scattering on nucleons6) extremely interesting. 

Theoretically one may calculate the density of an electric charge.A- (i) and the 

magnetic moment m(r) of a pion cloud in a nucleon making use of Chew-Low theory, 

According to this theory the nucleon is regarded as an extended source of a meson 

field, At the same time it is considered infinitely heavy so that the recoil in virtual 

processes is not taken into account. 
1.. 

The extens'ion of a nucleon as a source of a meson field may be understood as a result 

of the production of nucleon pairs, antinucleons and hyperons in the .. (l'.anl;rai region ~ --0. 

nucleon. In the first nonvanishing approximation Salzman .has obtained:1 161 

(6) 

(7) 

5) For reference let us give an expression for the wave length }-· of the ray partic-
le in the center of mass system , , 

1- l ~ • J. V7;. {~ +J. M)- ,/T; {T, -,.2) 
11 = fl .::=======.-----:- wneu V = 

0 ,jrz(r;_ +J.Mf-v(r~-,.M) J ~-rT,+H+f 
T,;T 

I 
are kinetic energies of the ray particle and the particle which is considered 

as a target in the lab.system respectively; M is the mass of a.,,ray particle. 'l\l·,T,, M are 
expressed in the units of the mass of a target particle; ). =.LL is the Compton 
wave length of the target particle. · 0 me 

- 6) The problem related was first set in Saakjans dissertation1 17 1. 
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where 

{i){1<)= ifl/1.+./''-,: _/' = ~fj- i v-c I() is.· 

a out-off function describing the distribution of ".H'-meson field sources: 

S fl}== r.1.~P f~{!(jeiltl d.J/1 (B) 

·The form of the function S(r) for great values r ( l .> _}j__ ) weakly effect the 
. . ~c t 

conclusions of the theory as the density of the sources described by it at 'l > tiic 
~- w 

is noticeably less than their density in the central regions of a nucleon. With a suffi-

cient accuracy one may consider S(z) .:::::::: oat l> :::c (Gauss theorem in electrodynamics). 

By J =~ > 1 the density of charge (6) independently of the choice of the form
'r//JC 

function V(k) may be rewritten as follows 

J ,2, 2. -4 (t)::: -~ l'_/'Y (d'F}'lt. 
e-iff t " 13 } (9) 
! 2. /✓2.f+'/.,. ~1/2.f+s' + Z{2V2f+6- +··· 

Analogously by f ) 1 the expression for the magnetic moment density (7) may be pre

sented as 

f2. -d.f J 
3- -.,. --- {' 2. I 

m1T (?}=~y C 41' fn7n <f}}-=p-{t+ T * r . (10) 

z 
Here n = I z./ . 

These asymptotic expressions are essentially independent of the form of the meson 

field source (i.e. of the form of the function V(k)). However, as is seen from what will 

be said (see Fig.6)- only a small part of. the meson cloud (this is, so to say, the nucleon 

stratosphere) is concentrated in the region Z' >} . The expression1 6 1 for ./4-/1) can 

be easily reduced to: 

where 

.3 It .f J. J 00 

( d I) e 
4(?)= f.l" ~ {J,1,)5 dt di , 

Q 

(11) 

f{-zJ=/V{/{) /'ill'l-f(J(ll} .5 

· u; ( !{) d it (12) 

f is a new auxi•liary variable. 

Integrating in (12) over angles and denoting V(k)= V(w) we obtain: 
♦ 



-u-

2.'1i" d ) 
1 r-zJ Pz v(- r1, Q ff, 7) + comp •. conj. 

:/ (13) 

(14) 

Supposing furt.her \'/ =cht and inti:oducing _J=~ we obtain 

(15) 

where K
0
(.f) · is a well~own-Bessel function. Let us cnoose a cut-off form-factor V(w) 

as follows 

(16) 

where fl is the cut-off parameter. ·In this case the·operator. v8 in (15) becomes 
~ 

simply a displacement operator f- J + j!, and the charge density (11) is written in 

the form convenient ··for numerical calculations: 

~ 2 f z~ 2.f- 00 z. i . l dp 
-0, /?)=e.J' ~ m.3 f z . . ~ l<z. ifJ_./'~ ,/01._ 'la. (17) 

~.it+?z.' 'J 

Similarly the expression for the magnetic moment density (7) may be transformed: 

:... f 2. .1.. rf 00 cl · Y 
~rzJ=!/'~c~ J./2,;-r e ~{t"f~iJ//! /{z. fJ'J .13h1 · 

. ~2.,. z.L !'.I' 
(18) 

Generally speaking, the densities _,I/;- (7} and /714" (?} essentially depend upon the 

form of the form-factor V(w), whereas by our choice of V(w)-upon the magnitude of the cut

off parameter fa . In Fig. J and 4 are given the values of the electrical charge and 

magnetic moment of the pion cl~ud depending on the magnitude of the parameter 

-a ri = [A. r? 1 d
3 

x 

and 

as well as the values of the corresponding r.m.s. radii 

(19) 

(20) .. 

(21) 
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and 

2: 0,6 < ?m~ =-~ f m~('l)zl·cl.s x. 
(22) 

et. 
Here t =l is the proton charge;X =~85 ,V{C , is an anomalous magnetic moment, of a proton, 

The coefficient 0,6 is introduced so that the values z 
<?m~ would brought in agreement 

with formula (JO), 

It is seen from these Figures that both the charge and magnetic moment are sensitive 

to the choice of./! while the values of r,m,s, radii remain almost constant within the 

wide limit of the change of the parameter fi 

\'le choose the value fa .so that the theoretical 1-> -phase for tJr -meson scatter-

ing on nucleons would be in best agreement with experiment in the low energy region, (As is 

known in the low energy region the &'-phase is a determinant), The calculations have shown 
4 ,,_ I that _/.J-7 1 

In this case (see Fig, J and 4), 

Q = 0,76 (the proton charge is 

~= l.2 
'2'/i ' 

. (in the units 2MC ) 
(0 ,62 .10-13cm)2; 

2 

<"e ),r.- = 

< rz!,)w == (0,62 ,10-13cm)2; 

assumed to be a unit); 

2MC; 

For the above-mentioned choice of the form-factor and the cut-off parameter we calQU

lated the density of 'an :electric charge confined in a sphe~ical layer, ~r)=lt1i7Af?} 

for a wide interval of the value:s ' r 7), The results of these calculations are given in 

Table III, As it is seen from this Table the electric charge confined in the periphery re-1;- .. . . . ' 
gi_on 7/ mr,c is insignificant compared with the charge of the pion cloud in the central 

rpgion~ of a nucleon, 

The starting ~P of the electron linear accelerator at Stanford mad~ it possible to 

check the conclusions of the theory when H9fstadter's grqup measured the electron scatter

ing in hydrogen and deuterium at E =100-650 MeV, 

We shall not lfe concerned with the detailed description of these experiments since it 

is given in1 2ll-1 2JI and restrict ourselves to the most essential items necessary for :f'_ur

ther analysis, 

The main idea of the experiments was to establish the deviations from an electron 

7) The calculated values of .flr,- (7) are essentially different from the values given 
in Zacharia.sens paper 1191, However,' according to 1201 Zacharia.sens results are not 
correct, 
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scattering with an energy g on a point nucleon, with an aµomalous magnetic mome.ntJ:'. 

This scattering is described by the Rozenbluth•s formula1 24 1 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

is the Mott Is formula for electron scattering on a point ch~rge. 
0 - 2£ Jin __g__ /.,I. ).,£. . Q:' 
~I- - 'ti C 2. I /Ii + MC£ .wt .i;_ is a transferred momentum; 

19 -· is the angle of electron scattering in the lab.system.•. 

The account of the charge and momenta distribution inside a nucleon leads to the ap• 

pearance of the form-factor 'Je(~) and -~(i) corresponding for the charge and magnetic 

moment which are the functions of the transferred momentWll q_ 

d6" 
--= 
d.fl. 

Under the restrictions which have been discussed above (see / 2A-) the form-factors 

are the Fourier transforms of the spatial distributions of an electric chargej(Z} and 

magnetic moment iii. (2). 

The analysis of Hofstadter's experiments is based upon Rozenbluth•s formula 1241. 

This formula is only the first Bohr's approximation in the scattering· problem (see Fig. 

5a).The second approximation (see 5a) for a nucleon with a point magnetic moment, i.e. by 

g:'m(qJ = l is divergent. The magnitudes of the form-factors 1;,(q) and ~m(q,) may be deter

mined from an experiment by an approximate formula (26). A priori !T, (q,) and ~ (q,.) can

not be said to differ noticeably from l. Therefore, strictly speaking, to justify the in

terpretation of experimental results obtained by Hofstadter it is necessary to show that 
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I 

the second Bohr approximation is much less than the first one for the values ?;, and -1,;, 
obtained by (26). The calculations made recently by Drell and Fubini[J6 1 have actually 

•' . ' 

shown that the contr1bution of the sec?nd Bohr approxim4tion to the scattering cross 
.. ,"!" _r. 

section o.oes not exceed 1% up to E ~:f BeV. Thereby the application of Rozenbluth I s for-

mula (24) to the analysis of Hofstadter's experiments is quite justified. 

Consider now the main experimental results for a proton and neutron • 

A. P r o t o n 

A detailed list of experimental results for angular distributions of elastically 

scattered electrons is given in1 21- 24 1. As for experimental curves of angular distribu

tions.they are drawn considerably lower than it is predicted by the formula for scatter

ing· on a point electrical ~nd magnetic charges1 24 1. 

The experimental and theoretical curves may be compared if one assumes that there 

occurs sc_attering on an extended electrical charge and a magnetic moment. The best agree

ment with experiment may be obtaine.d if one puts for a proton 

ff(. {q) = ~ (q,) 

and the corresponding spatial distribution_,P{ZJ 

(27) 

/of (5)/ is chosen as follows: 

i.e. 

I - .! 
D ('l:)=--'-- f a 

J <ftJia" 
- l'I 

G:::.2,3 ·/O cnr., 

'Ii 
a~ MC 

The agreement of this formula with theory will be considered below. 

For small.values of q, the form-factors may be expanded in series: 

a- . I t 2> 2. 
:Te (q,) :: - 6 < 7 e I' q, + 

I 2 2-IJ",,,,(q.)-= f - 6 ( ? 1771-, q, J 

where · 

(28) 

(29) 

(JO) 
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(Jl) 

is a root-mean-square "electric" proton radius; e 1 is a proton charge; 

(J2) 

- a root- mean-,. ·square ·!'magnetic 11 proton radius; 

J( "' 1.85 -is an anomalous magnetic 111oment _of a proton. 
z ,Z. 

This definition<Ze ► and{l~ris-taken 'fur a neutron as well. (An anomalous magnetic-

moment for a neutron is J(
11 

!:::: -£ ) , 

In accordance with (28) 

(JJ) 

Approximately the same is the value of (< 7. 4 m}'· 
It should be noted that the equality of an electric and magnetic form-factnrs is_ estae 

lished on1y with an accuracy of about 20%1 20 1 '1 25 1. 

B, Neutron 

'l.'o investigate the electromagnetic structure of a neu_tron the Hofstadter's group per;.. 

for~ed some experiments on quick electron·scattering on deuterons. The results obtained 

from these experiments as well as from those- on scattering of slow ___ thermal neutrons on 

atoms (see further) were found to be quite unexpected, even paradoxal. _-

It followed from an experiment that the angular distribution of- e_lastic,i:lly scattered 

electrons on a deuteron.calculated theoretically may be best brought into an agreement with 

an experiment if we assume the spatial distribution of the proton and neutron magnetic.mo

ments to coincide 

rm.f rq) = tfrnn (q,) 

< ('2. >. = < ~ 2. > -- mp n-th> 

(J4) 

whereas an electric form-factor of a neutron does not differ from zero. The latter circum

stance means that an electric radius of a neutron in contrast to that of a proton is very 

small 

) 
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2 
< c,f >n z O. 

(J5) 

The evidence on the electric structure of a neutron may be also obtained from experi

ments on inelastic electron scattering on deuterons. 

Since a deut~ron is a veakly bound system then for great momentum transfers a proton 

and neutron may be considered independent with a great accuracy. In this case the diffe

rential cross section of electron scattering on a deuteron fd~} d is equal approxima

tely to a sum of differential cross sections of electron scattering on a proton and neu

tron. 

( d6"(0}_) =- (t+ 11){(d6"), ..,_ f d6") l 
d..Q. 7d d..n.. n (cf.n../p J 

(J6) 

where LI is a correction of the order of some percents taking into account ·the kine-

matic effects of nucleon motion in a deuteron, the nucleon interaction in the final state 

etc.l2Jl,l26I 

Making use 'of the experimental values ( ::.Jd and r/::)p and putting the mag-

netic form-factors for a proton and neutron to be equal, Hofstqdter obtained a good agree

ment of the cross section ( :.:J,,,, calculated theoretically with an experiment, the 

electric formfactor of a neutron ~n {q,) is being chosen equal to zero. 

Thus, two independent experiments-elastic an·d inelastic (ed)-scattering lead to the 

same conclusion about the distributton of charges and currents in a neutron. 

The conclusion about the. smallness of a neutron electric radius is also confirmed by 

scattering experiments· of very slow 11 thermal" neutron on atoms 8/. 

These experiments require a great accuracy since a slow neutron is scattered both on 

a nucleus atom and on its electrons. The most accurate results in these experiments were 

obtainru by Havens, Rabi, Ra.inwater1 271. 

The scattering amplitude in this oase may be written in the form q =qn + ;i/:Qe ., 

where an is an amplitude of neutron scattering on a nucleus, On is a scattering amp-

litude on an electron on z, is a number of electrons in an atom. It was found out that an 
-12 -16 ~ 10 cm; ae~ 1.5.10 cm. It is seen from these figures that the cross section on an 

atom with great Z is different from that on a nucleus only by some percent. At low ener

gies the electron interqction with a neutron is expressed by the value for the effective 

potential v
0

, which is connected with a·scattering amplitude by the relation 

. R'- .5 .31.z. 
v;, ( rn~c'J = 2./1 ae. (37) 

---------------8 / The atoms of noble gases with. zero magnetic moment of an electron shell 
;.ire used to eliminate the additional magnetic -interaction with a neutron. 

. .· .-\-;.-.. ,.·. . 
••' .. 
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The calculation of V
0 

in the framework bf the relativistic theory1 25 1 yields: 

(JB) 

As is seen '/I; consists of two parts: the first is due to the distribution of an 
2. 

electric charge in a neutron (the part is proportional to< le >n ), the second is deter-

mined by the magnitude of an anomalous magnetic m,oment J{'n. 

The experimental value V
0 

= - (J860 ! J70)ev, whereas the contribution from a neu

tron magnetic moment .Jfn = -1.91 is equal to - 4080 ev. Thus, (JO! 200) ev is for an elec

tric interaction. The corresponding value for the "electric" radius of a neutron allowed 

by an experimental error cannot exceed 10% of the "electric" radius of a proton 

(J9) 

Thus, the analysis of experimental .data concern;~~ _a ~eutron seems not to agree with 

a pion model according to which due to considerations of the charge independence of pion 

interaction with nucleons the charge of the pion cloud in a neut:i;-on must be equal and op

.posite in sign to the charge of this cloud in a proton 

(40) 

and, therefore, the root-mean-square radii of these distributions must be also equal. 

Just here one can see the paradoxicality of the experimental results on electron scat

tering on neutrons. 

As it is shown further this paradoxicality proves to be a seeming one. It is based on 

an unjustified application of the Ukawa fundamental theory to the central regions of a nuc

leon. 

§ 4. Critical Remarks and Analysis of Hofstadter's 

Experiments 

A descripa.ncy between the theory and.experimental data on charge distribution in a 

neutron makes us analyze all experimental conditions and theoretical investigations on 

<i-:he1mueum,1it HP.en~ 

11!,tcpttWX HCCJJCJI.O 11;; ;~ •1 

r_115nHoT5HA· 
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electron scattering on nucleons in more detail. 

A. Limits of Applicability of Electrodynamics 

The physicists at Stanford like to emplhasize that a theoretical analysis of el~ctron 

scattering on nucleons is based upon the asumption about the possibility of applying elec· 

trodynamics up to very small distances. What if there is a 11 break-down11 of electrodyna.mic:l? 

The research recently carried out by v. Panofsky and Richter1 25 1 as well as Drell's 

theoretical inves·tigatio'ns 128
1 are devoted to the study of this problem. 

. , 

In case of elastic scattering of electrons pn protons it may be supposed that all the 

deviation from the point nucleon or its considerable part are due not to the nucleon struc

ture but to the ."break-down" of electrodynamics in the region of the scale /1 r · The only 

conclusion which so far can be made from this supposition is as follows: i:t there takes 

place such a "break-down" of electrodynamics" then /\ -6 0.Jo.10-13cm, 
r .. -

The study of pair photoproduction process 0 +p-p+e +e may present in this respect 

interacting possibilities. (see Fig. 5b and 5b•). 

In this case the deviations from the electron interaction· with a photon are being stu

died. The corresponding experiments are in their initial stage. 

The accuracy of the performed experiments up to riow yields still higher limit for 

·possible deviations from the well-known laws of electrodynamics: 

I\ ~ -lJ e .._ 0.6.10 cm. 

Theoretically one may expect the "break-down" of electrodynamics involving .J' .:.mes,ons 

andlneutrinos(for instance, e+ e-..,)'+Y,,; g+e·-..14+'1+Y') 

in spatial regions A ( 10-16cm.1 6 I. 

The experimental investigation of such small spatial regions is not possible yet. 

(see Table II). 

Thus, no experimental data are available so far which would allow to think that de

viations from the laws of quantum· electrodynamics are .essential in the phenomena we are 

·interested in. 

B. Role of Inelastic Processes 

Besides the elastic scattering of electrons on nucleons on nucleons there take place 

inelast.ic processes, e.g., for a proton the react.ions hold: 

(41) 

(42) 

~-•p-e+p+r

l+p- e+p+e~e'-

(bremsstrahlung) (41) 

(bremsstrahlung) (42) 
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e+D- {
e+n+f.:1-,.. 

(meson production) (4J) 
1 e+p-t-'li" 

These inelastic processes could, in principle, have contributed to elastic scatter-

ing due to a possible appearance of diffractional scattering • 
. ,;:,•· ... 

However, in all these processes the number of the involved phase-shifts is great, 

whereas these phase-shifts themselves are small. In similar cases the inelastic one must 

exceed many times the elastic one so that the diffractional scattering would be noticear.le. 

Indeed, the cross section for elastic .scattez:ing is equal (in usual notations). 

c--_.,<r(t...f+t)I 2..i,J',1/2.. ,,,,. 
up -,c;.. f{z.. f-./'d' = L :11:~f,-f) lit.Je1ui'-rf,.,./i-J,f] 
· I ~ f'. } 

(44) 

The cross sections for inelastic processes 

(45) 

If the phase-shifts of inelastic processes are small, i.e., 

(46) 

/31 "'1-ce; ce <<i > 

then °' = ~ l (2.f+1)2.{ .,. o (t/) 
Lil ll .e. 

ar ( ~ :i..} 6:1:. 7P-I (2. t +r) LJo1 + !.e . 
t 

(47) 

In order the inelastic ·process to give a noticeable contribution to the elastic scattering 

it is necessary that t "- ~ Therefore, 
e 

1 
7 

or 

This is the condition we have looked for. 

(48) 

The estimates made on the basis of this inequality have shown that diffractional scat

tering due to pion production (reaction (4J)), is not ~ssential. Apparently, this holds 

for the processes (41) and (42),(bremsstrahlung is great mainly in the small angle region. 
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It is difficult to expect thut it will yield essential diffraotional effects at the scat

tering angles .>J0° when the Hofstadter's group mc1.de the measurements see (29)). The cross 

section for pair production is approximately two orders ( ,,;,_ e2 / "Ii. c) less than that for 

bremstrahlung. 

c. Analysis of Electron Scattering on Protons and Neutrons 

It 'is usually emphasized that the meson theory does not agree with an experiment when 

the distributions of electric charge and magnetic moment are concerned .. However, this as

sert'ion is very.categorical. 

Indeed, distributions (6) and (7) may be compared with an experiment. But these dist

ributions are obtained for the meson field formed by an infinitely heavy nucleon. They are 

correct only in the periphery ( I>,'; c ) regions of a nucleon. 
[it 

There are no grounds to hope that these distributions are correct over all the region 

of the values r. On the contrary, considerable deviations from them ought to be expected 

in the regions Z L. Ji._ (i.e. by the momenta q;,m;,..c), where besides the recoil the pro-
tnfi"c. ']1 

perties of internal regions of a nucleon must essentially display themselves •. 

It seems more consistent to write down the .distribution of an electric charge of a 

nucleon _/4,. ('l} and the magnetic moment .in_., (r) as a sum 

/4 (z}:: T_; fl (l) -:;!'I( N {?.} (49) 

m# (l} = 'l".5 ~{'i.)+tiil(N {'l} 
1 

(50) 

where by O ( Z) 
J 11.N 

and tit KN ('l.) are denoted the densities of an electric charge and 

magnetic moment concentrated in the central part of a nucleon and due to nucleon and anti

nucleon pairs, strange particles as well as to two-three and other higher pion states. 

At present we_know very little about these states and shall so far refer them to the 

nucleon core. 

It is natural to expect that .PKN (l) and ml/N ('l) will decrease with the in-

crease of r more rapidly than J?nft) and '7t, ('l). 
Consider the electric radius of a nucleon in more detail. According to the definitions 

(Jl) and (49) 
2. i. z. 

( Z'.e i =<Ze>KAI +-Z:-3< 2e ~ 
J 

(51) 
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where is the r.m.s. radius of a nucleon core. see § 6 C on an isotopic sym-

metry of these expressions. 

Putting (52), where {l11,.,,, is the total charge of a 

core and denoting 

(5J) 

we may rewrite (51) as follows: 

(54) 

It is'well-known experimentally that the electric radius of a neutron is very small • 
.i. < '<e >n :::::: 0 it follows from here, that 

z. f I.. (2),=-<2 \. R C /) If /,,,. 
"il(17 ,, 

(55) 

(56) 

'raking into account the numerical values of (2J) we obtain that 

Q = + 0 i'6 
l{n I 

J..) ( -I& ).2.. < 2 e p" O,;, • 10 c.,,-, • 

(57) 

Thus, putting an electric radius of a neutron equal to zero we obtain the value for an 

electric radius of a proton very close to the experimental one (cf.(JJ)). 

The form of the charge distribution in a core remains still sufficiently arbitrary 

(since only integral_ magnitudes are known). 1/e choose fc(r) as follows 

(58) 

In this case as it is easy to make sure 

(59) 



" 
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Now, in order to obtain < ze2.>c 
· -lJ 2 (0.7,10 cm) it is necessary to choose 

I JI ,_ 
Q = f '?,C 

-/If 
t; = d· IO cm, 

MC (f.O) 

Thus, (58) may serve as an example of a core, which is c',aracterized by small leni:th 

a . At the same time it has a ereat r,m,s. radius. 

In 1"ig, 6a and 6b are plottP-d the curves for the charge density distribution in a 

. proton and neutron and in their cores <:/p{'l) = cfn. (i) + dl(P ('l.} 

clnrzJ=-d'lrr-z)-1-d,tt7(2) and d1,.pfZ}= Ql(.pdef'tJ; cl,1rJ2)=Qiln<{f-z). 

The curve for a proton dp(r) coincides practically_with that obtained after the treat

ment of the experimental data in ITofstadter's papers1 2ll-1 23 1• 

As for the charge density in a neutron _it is seen that it oscillates near zero. This 

accounts for a sm~ll electric radius of a neutron. In Fig, 6a and 6b the region of the one-_,,, . 

pion "atmosphere" of a nucleon is separated by a vertical line from the region where the 

core charges are essentially mixed. As is seen in the one pion region r> 1.4•lo-13cm, 

The region, where the asymptotic expansions (9), (10) involving one or two terms are 

correct, contains an extremely small number of mesons and may be referred, so to say, to 

the nucleon "stratosphere". 

One may analogously consider the magnetic structure of nucleons, Choosing the distri

bution of a magnetic in a nucleon core in the form of an exponent 

and putting for a 

'Z 
..!!.._ e-cr me: ('l) = ~!lia., 

e1i 
the value (60) we obtain from ttie condition ·£. =- £n:: ,,, 35.2..N 

p C 

for the r.m,s. magnetic radii of a proton and neutron 

Z .1. / -13 )2.. < Zn, ~ = ( Z nr >n ::: C 0,? • 10 cm , 

(61) 

(62) 

This is in good agreement with the experimental values obtained by Hofstadter's group, 

* * * 
Thus, assuming tnat there exists a core in the nucleon one may bring into agreement 

all the experimental data about quick electron scattering on protons and deuterons and 

about slow neutron scattering on atoms with the main uoncepts of the modern meson theory, 

At this the distribution of a charge and magnetic moment of a core is determined by a 

small length a .!:: _!!___ <.< ,..!!__ 
MC mnc 
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§ 5 • !Jome gffec ts oI· nucleon structure 

!~re we shall ~e concerned with two more problems connected with the el~ctromagnetic 

structure of a nucleon. Th£sc are, on the one hand, the effect of the meson cloud polari

zabitlity in a nucleon and, on the other, the problem of electromagnetic mass of nucleon. 

A. Electrical Polarizability of a Meson Cloud· 

in a Nucleon 

To clear up the properties of an electromagnetic structure of a nucleon it is very im

portant to consider besides quick electron scattering other effects in which the electro

magnetic structure of a nucleon may display itself. One of such effects is the scattering 

of slow nucleons in an inhomogeneous electric field which extends the cloud of different 

charges in a nucleon and turns the nucleon into an electric dipole with an induced moment 

p =d.. E • The electrical polarizability of charges in·a nucleon may display itself in the 

Compton-effect and in the photoproduction of pions on nucleons I JOI, as well as in scatter• 

ine of slow neutrons on nucleilJl-JJl. 

In the first approximation of Chew theory (see :Fig. 7.) 

cf. :: !:. r/J.J. !_ !~ rl"{ll).fl.1/-31;;/d(K} 7-fdr·{ll1 )4K'-t.>"r1d clK 
3r;; ./~ tJ(,t}r r 1 dK _-; 1. (6J) 

The energy is f-.1/2,ol E2
. The ~oefficient 1/2, takes into account the energy losses for the 

dipole extention. The same notations as in·formulae (6),(7) are used here. 

It should be expected that in the calculation of the nucleon magnetic moments and the 

interaction potential of a neutron with an electron the higher terms of the expansion· by 

the coupling constant will not change the result essentially. 

It follows frorn formula (6J) that 
-42 J (,/) ,, f 

ct. = 1.6 10 om , if V- " ={,.:=.1-+-(..,.11~)~. 
42 S,61 , 

d,. = 1.8 10- om, if 1J-(tl.)::: e:1.p {- r· r ~ 6/}. 

These values have been obtained for f ;-fie = o.oa. The results of the calculations 

are slightly sensitive to the choice of the formV(k)IJ 4 ,J5 I within the wide limit. 

The calculated value o<- is close to that obtained by A.M. Baldin from the analysis of 

the experiments on photoproduotionand Compton effect on a nucleonlJ5 I 

4.10-:-4Jcm~£ 1.4 10-42cm3 • 

However, it is considerably less than the value cf:v a.10-41om3 obta:i.ned by Yu.A. Aleksandrov 

from the experiments on slow neutron scattering on heavy nuole11J2 I. A more rigorous theo-
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retical analysis of·Yu.A. Aleksandrov•s experiments is necessary. It is possible that the

re occur effects of neutron interaction with an electron shell of heavy nuclei9). 

The experimental result whic.h shows that the neutron polarizability d -/ 0 may be con

sidered as a direct proof that there exist charged 11 olouds 11 in a neutron. 

B. Electromagnetic Mass of Nucleons and Proton Stability 

A small difference between proton and neutron masses ( L\ (Mc 2) = 2.5 electron mas

ses) as well as the charge independence of "nuclear +nteraction" of nucleons allow to sup

pose that this difference is of a purely electromagnetic origin. 

As a first approximation.one may assume that the charge of a core QkN and its mag

netic moment XHN are concentrated in the nucleon centre. 

Then the electromagnetic energy of a nucleon may be written as follows: 

£N::q/(IV" (o}-£/(N ii§' (o}, (64) 

where 

'£. h) = {p (l} d~. 
JI }Jr,;- · (; 1 

it~ (t) 1 ;;x 4- (2) 

(65) 

the electrostatical potential and the magnetic field formed in the nucleon centre·by a 

cloud of charged pions, 

Since 

and 

J 
<Ji" 

~ 

is an electric current of a meson field. 

Gxn + q llP = e 
(66) 

~p - £Kn = et/2.,MC 

(67) 

9) One of the authors v.s. Barashenkov is grateful to Yu.A. Aleksandrov, A.N.Baldin, 
I.P. Stakhanov and L.N. Usachev for useful discussions. 
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(Here the Dirac r:iagnetic moment of a. "bare" nucleon is involved in a magnetic moment 

of a core), 

then 

(68) 

As is seen from this formula the stability of a proton is entirely due to the inte 

raction energy of the ma13netic moment· of a proton core and the currents of :l,ts pion cloucl. 

The electrostatic energy of a. proton is, on the contrary, greater than that of a neutron. 

V/hen substituting the numerical values for the parameters formula (68) e;ives the value for 

the mass difference A (l,:c2) which agrees with an experiment by the order of ma:;nitude; 

however, the sign A {Met-) is esr,entially dependent upon the form of the cut-off form

factor V(k). 

§ 6. Theoretical Attempts to Interpret the iUectromagnetic structure 

of Nucleon Central Regions 

The electromagnetic properties of the periphery regions in a. nucleon and .their theo

retical interpretation were considered in detail in the previous Sections. Let us now be 

concerned with the consideration of some theoretical attempts to interpret the properties 

of the central regions of a nucleon. 

A. The Influence of Strange Particles 

SandrilJ7 l and independently one of the authors noticed that the dissoc~ation of a 

nucleon into a hyperon and a K-meson leads to the production of positively charged K-meson 

cloud both in case of a neutron and in case of a proton. 
L 

This effect must lead to the increase of < 2e >Kp and to the decrease of 

( 2.: ~fl in accordance with the scheme of nucleon structure given in Fig.6. 

Indeed, according to the laws of the conservation of strangeness and bl:l,ryon number 

the following processes· are possible: 

and , O .,o 
n = I\ + IC j 
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For an estimate of this effect we used the first approximation of the Chew theory and 

obtained that the mean-root-square "electric" radius for. a neutron is equal tolO) 

;J.. (2i!,) ' 
/ Z ) '° e n{ff+K} <. e n. 

-=-..!_ (Mcz.J/ f )fs._ 9J'+(-1/Lo 011 
.z.'li e:1.. Jl mji' It, 1 , I, 

(69) 

z. 
i.e. < 'le >n~O, if the coupling constant of K+-mesons with a nucleon is 971°c ~ t 
However, in this case it is difficult to explain the experiments on scattering and photo

production of K-mesons. For more probable values of 9.J./f c the contribution of K-mesons 
2. 

to <Ze >n both in case of scalar and pseudoscalar variants of the theory does not ex-

ceed 10% by the order of a magnitude. 

Thus, for present there are no grounds to think that strange particles are capable to 

change the charge distribution esnentially in the central regions of a nucleon. 

B. Contribution of Nucleon-Antinucleon Pairs 

I,E, Tamm suggested to explain zero electric. radius for a neutron< i:>,r tal,ing into 

account the dissociation of virtical '1i'" -mesons into nucleon pai~slJBI. 

If a (lf' -meson dissociates into a pair a nucleon plus an antinucleon: <;-~ N + N,then .. , 

the arising antinuclecin may annihilate with the original 11 bare 11 nucleon which is in the 

centre of a physical nucleon, whereas the remaining nucleon turns out to be displaced if 
;t 

compared with the former centre by the magnitude of the order 111. C •Asa result the 
'Ii' 'Ii 

positive charge of a·neutron core.will spread over .the region of the radius ~7ii;c Figu-

ratively speaking, the core and 'n -meson exchange. their places (see Fig. 8). The mean 

density of an electric. cha_rge in a neutron during its i:nteraction with an electron and, 

therefore, in. tqis case('t.;>nwill be clQse to zero. The spreading of a neutral proton core 
. t ~ 

over the region of the radius - f1b;-C cannot essentially change the value of < '2..t )p 

This hypoth(j!Sis, jlrwwever, was not confirmed by the calculations, The estimates show 
~ L 

that the role of the pairs (NN) is not great. The change of ( z ) which is due to these 

pairs is negligibly sma111 40 1. 
. r n 

10) Since at present .there are no experimental grounds for.introducing strong interac• 
tion of pions and K-mesonsl59l that would essentially increa?e spatial dimensions of the 
K-meson source then the form-factor for the density of the K-meson sources in a nucleon 
·was chosen as for rt, -mesons. 
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There is one more objection against 'l'amm• s hypothesis it is difficult to be brought 

into agreement with the relation of uncertanties L1 P 11 x ~ ft. Indeed, the ambiguity in 
Ii the coordinate of nucleon inertia centre will be of the order-m· (it is just such . . ~c 

an ambiguity A J. of the point in which the .nucleon-antinucleon pa.ir is produced), whereas 
1,,£ ., 

the ambiguity in the momentum A p ~ c "- Mc .. All what as .been said aboye concerns hype-,.., 
ron pairs ( y Y ) as well. 

7 

C. Application of Dispersion Relations 

A number of attempts have been recently made to calculate the distribution of the 

charge and magnetic moment in a nucleon, as well as to take into account the contribution 

of central regions using not only Chew~Low method but also that of dispersion relationsl 4o-
4JI. Here we restrict ourselves to the consideration of only some qualitative results. Let 

us consider the isotopic structure of the form-factor.s. 

In view of charge symmetry considerations itis reasonably to suppose that the elec

tric and magnetic form-factors of a nucleon may be presented as a combination of isotopic 

vectors and scalars: 
S V 

e Tep (q,) =~ ( q,) +~ (<j) i 

(70) 

Here and are the vector parts of the form-factors determining the 

behaviour of the electric and magnetic density in the periphery regions of a nucleon. In 

these regions the conditionl 40I is fulfilled. 

Evidently, 

" e G- (o}=z:; 
e (71) 

o! and G! are the scalar parts of the form-factors affecting the properties of the central 

regions in a nucleon. These parts of the.form-factors.satisfy the normalization conditions. 

(72) 

Taking into account that a'f t::: -£,. · from the experimental relation !J;,,/',;;;;, t,z we ob-

tain 

(7J) 
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i.e. the "magnetic form-factor" of a nucleon is, in general, a vector in the isotopic spa-

ce, 

This fact leads to an important conclusio!l that the main part of the magnetic struc

ture of a nucleon is generally determined by a virtual process in which two mesons of-char

ges opposite in sign are involved (see Fig. 9a)11). 

This can be understood if we take into account that a meson pair ( tJi + ~-) forms a 

vector in the isotopic space. Besides, the intermediate state in this case is a vector sta

te? the lowest one by energy I 4o-42 I. The next .intermidiate vector state will be a state 

involving four virtual mesons etc. It is possible to show that the meson energy in the 

main process with two intermidiate mesons Fw< 1 BeV • 

As for the "electric form-factors" ~/', and ~ 17 , they are dete:rmined to a conside-
s 

rable extent by a scalar form-factor G{J • The ·process involving three virtual mesons is 

a determinant in this case. One of such virtual processes is plotted in Fig. 9b, 

To evaluate the contribution of the process involving three mesons is extremely dif-

ficult, All the attempts to do it where so far unsuccessful. 
L i 

Since, apparently, <'1.e >pqlt ~ 0,1 < ~ >p J.. 2. 
and < ~e >ll•"'"'· ~ 0,1 • ( "~ ~ 

then it ought pair to be expected that 

l < ~ e 1.v 
L 

~ 0.3 < ~ e )P,. 
(74) 

All these results agree with the state above-considered picture of the nucleon structure 

according to the statical theory. 

It should be emphasized that the analysis of <I" -meson cloud of a nucleon and the cal

culation of tht:! form-factors Gs and Gv are made by means of the so-called 11 t~uncated11 

dispersion relations which are ~ot grounded now since the cut-off of the used expansions 

on this or that number of~ -mesons cannot be justified, 

L_7_._Nuclea~Structure of Nucleons 

In the preceding Sections we have considered the problem of nucleon structure from 

11) In tlie notations accepted in the theory- of dispersion relations the state invol
ving a virtual d, -meson interacting before its·absorption (of. Fig. 9a) is called two
pion state. 
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the standpoint of elect~omagnetic interactions. 

However, interactions of nucleon::; between each other, interactions with ptons, K-me

sons, antinucleons etc may yield also the information on the nucleon structure. :,o, :;ome 

years ago the analysis of the experiments o'n nucleon-nucleon scattering in the enerr.Y ran

ge of some hundred MeV led to the conclusion, that nucleon in these collisions may be con

sidered ;,,s a "black sphere" of the radius A:::::- 5.10-14cm. On the other hand, the menon field 

in a nucleon is extended over a considerc1.bly great distance. This circumstance han led one 

of tLe a1ithors to the idea of a nucleon as consisting of a dense core - the region of ex

tremely strong nuclear interactions and a t'Jj" -meson cloud I 5 I, 

A, Core of a Nucleon 

At present our knowledi:;e of a nucleon core is very poor and reduces in r,eneral to the 

following facts: 
11'1 

l. In the ~periments on 9 Be'! nucleon interaction w 1th photoemulsion nucleons per-

formed recently with the Joint Institute synchrophasotron two essentially different types 

of collisions with r,reat of small multiplicity of secondary particle production for one 
. 1441 

act of nucleon~nucleon collision are observed • 

In most of the collisions a great multiplicity of secondary particles (n ~ Jf4) is 

observed. The enerey losses of a primary nucleon in one act of a nucleon-nucleon collision 

is 40% z 10% of.their initial energy. In the center of mass system the angular distribu

tion of particles produced in these collisions by n >J f- 4 turns out to be isotropic 

(see 1''ig, 10). The collisions with small intensity of secondary particles are obser.ved in a 

considerably less number of events. The energy losses in these collisions are likely to be 

smaller than in the collisions of the first type. The angular distribution of the produced 

particle~ is essentially anisotropic (in the centre of mass system) (see Fig, 10), 

The collisions of the first type (with great multiplicity) may be considered as nucle

on core collisions; but the greater part of the collisions of the second type (with small 

multiplicity) - as collisions of the core of' one nucleon with the periphery cloud of ano

thP,r nuclP.on, 

It should be emphasized, however,' that at present such a classification 'may be done 

only with great accuracy since a part of the stars of the second type is likely to be also 

produced in the collisions of nucleon cores, but the number of the produced particles is 

not ereat.' At present it is not also clear what part of the angular distribution anisotro

py observed in the experiment is due to the law of momentum conservatibn in the collision 

of a core with a core, 
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'rhe calculation of energy losses and angu~ur asymmetry (c .m.s.) made under the assum

ption that about 80% of all the collisions are at E-==10 Bev those of the cores is in good 

agreement with an experiment.1 451 

In the laboratory system the particles produ~ed as a r 7sult of periphery collisions 

must emerge at.small angles. In Table IV a.re_ given the experimental and theoretical ratios 

of particle number emitting at the angles 6~ 10°1 47 1·: It is seen from this Table that in 

small angle region the contribution of particles produced due to the mechanism not descri

bed by the statistical theory of multiple production is great. (The distortions introdu

ced by the momentwn conservation law were not again taken into account). 

2. The cross sections for stange particle production calculated by the statistical 

theory of multiple production may be put into agreement with an experiment only 

that K-mesons are concentrated in the regions of a nucleon 

K-meson)IJ 9 I. 

1i. ~ rni<c. ("l( is the 

assuming 

mass of a 

J. The optical analysis of the elastic scattering of nucleons and pions on nucleons 

at an _energy E.= l-;-10 Be:V leads to the conclusion that the absorption coefficient in the 

region~ :c essentially increases (see further). 

4. The comparison of numerous calculations with an,experiment made in the framework 

of Chew-Low theory has shown that the agreement with an experiment may be obtained only if 

we asswne that the dimensions of the pion field source in a nucleon 
7i 

a~M<f' (From a 

mathematical point of view the form-factor with the cut-off frequency r,J ~ Ji.J a . 
corresponds to thi~ fact). 

5. The analysis of Hofstadter's experiments and (ne)-interaction made above leads 

to tl1e conclusion.about specific properties of the nucleon central region. 

6. Various mesc?- theories (see, e .g.1 42 1) lead to the qualitative conclusion that 

there exists a core in a nucleon. 

It is this poor evidence on a nucleon core which is available at present. 

B. Nucleon 0Etical Model 

The investigation of nucleon structure by means of nucleon, pion and. strange partic

le scattering is quite different from that of photons and electrons due to a great magnitu

de of interaction. 

The Bohr approximation in these cases is unapplicable altogether; ,but it is this ap

proximation only that makes it possible by a simple Fourier transform to find energy in

teraction operator and structural form-factors by the scattered wave amplitude. In the 

general ca.1e we are not awj:l.re of the ways which would enable to solve the so-called "in-
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verse problem" - i.e. the problem of finding the particle interaction law by the scattered 

wave phase.shifts. 

We cannot make use here of interesting and important investigations performed in d:his 

connection by I.I. Gelfandl 4BI, Marchenkol 49 I, Krein1 50I et a11 51 1 as in the high energy 

region the notion of interaction potential becomes meaningless (see further). 

However, the fact that the wave length at high energies of interacting particles be

comes considerably less than the dimensions of nucleons (see Table II) makes it possible 

to think that the quasiclassical approximation is applicable. In this case the motion of 

particles inside a nucleon may be considered as such taking place along the trajectory 

(along the ray) in a medium with the given refraction and absorptioncoefficients ri=n(r) 

and k=k(r) respectively. 

If the variations of these magnitudes are small over the length of the particle waveA 

then the nucleon may be considered as an optically inhomogeneous medium with sufficiently 

smooth variations of its optical constants and.it is possible to apply the laws of geomet

rical optics to the particle scattering. 

The problem may be simplified in the respect that at high energies of pions and nuc

leons the cross section for the diffractional scattering od is much more than the cross 

section for the nondiffractional scattering ¾d so that the real part of the elastic 

scattering amplitude 

Re. F(e)<-<1111 F(o). 
(75) 

This means that the nucleon refraction factor is purely imaginary and reduces to the ab

sorption coefficient. The phase-shifts of the scattered waves p become in this case also 

purely irnaginaryllJI 

(76) 

This eaables to determine the amplitude of the scattered.wave 

(77) 

(where 0 is the scattering angle) directly through the cross section of elastic diffrao-

tional scattering 
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f ( K; e) ~ [ doo1:~·e)} ± 
(78) 

Expanding this expression by Legendre polynomials?(cos 9) it ·1s possible to find the phase 

shifts 2'<' 

P, = Jen[t-j f~5:t{K0}/dll
1

~(GJe)im0de} 
0 (79) 

As the calculations have shown the conditions (75), (76) for pion-nucleon interactions 

are fulfilled satisfaotorily at the energies E > l Bev I lO-l4 I , 152 1. 

In the quasi-classical approximation the phase-shi.ft ?e , correspondin~ to the pa-

ra.meter of the. collision_p=l Vt(e -1-i_) 
1

-::::;; le is entirely determined by pion absorption 

on the way inside a nucleon (see Fig. ll). Therefore, if we denote by k(r) the pion absorp

tion coefficient at the distance of r =y'+s'i: from the nucleon centre then it is possible 

to write 

"" et =?(_f)=.2i[ l<{lij~+.s2.jdS 

(80) 

Ol' 

.,, d~ 

~ (f)=.2,·i I< (t) r1~l.-.1i.' 
. f' (81) 

If one known P{_f) from the experiment it is possible to determine (by numerical method) 

k(r) for each value of the parameter of collision. Practically it turned out that for an 

energy of some BeV it is sufficient to know 6-7 phase-shifts ( R = 0,1,2, ••• ). 

Thus calculated pion absorption coefficient for pion energy E = l.J Bev and E = 5 IleV 

is given in Fig. 12 (see (10) and (ll)). As is seen there is a tendency for the appearance 

of "blackness" near the centre of a nucleon. According to these data the r.m.s. "pion" ra

dius of a nucleo~ is found to be 

< L> -1.5 2. 
~.1r' =(O,iJ.·(O cm), 

(82) 

that is in agreement with the· value for the "electromagnetic" radius of a proton (JJ) • 

It should be emphasized, however, that it is seen from the obtained data that in the 
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central regions or a nucleon the conditions of the applicability of an optical model are 

fulfilled badly. 
1i At great values for <t('l.;t, "t?C ) the accuracy of th~ experimentql data leads, as is see11 

from the curves of Fig. 12, to a great spread of possible values k(r). 

Thus, the most reliable are the values in the intermidiate interval of the distances 

For nucleon-nucleon collisions the conditions (44), (45) become applicable at consi

derably greater energies than for ( 11 N) - collisions. This is seen from Table V, where 

are given the value.s for the coefficient ratios n(r) .and k(r). for the energies E = l +lOBeV 

calculated by the experimental data. The conditions (44), (45) are fulfilled with suffici

ent accuracy only at the energies E = 5BeV. In the papers by nuang-Niang-Ning and one of 

the authorsllJ,l4 l a way for calculating the absor,ption coefficient k(r) and refraction , 

coefficient n (r) through the relative coefficients K = K(r)/K*(r) and n=-n(r)lc*(r) where 

the function K*(r) is determined by the known experimental data at E > 5 Bev. The calcula

tions in this case are also considerably.simplified. 

As the calculations have shown (seel 12 , 14 1) the spatial behaviour of k(r) and n(r) 

for nucleon-nucleon-collisions is analogous to that given in Fig. 12 for pion-nucleon inte· 
. 2. 

raction, The r.m.s. radius (r > coincides with (82). 

The knowledge of the pion absorption coefficient in the nucleon _cloud and its pion 

composition mD.kes .it possible to determine in principle the cross ooction for pion interac-

tion D . Let us consider the related problems. 
ift!/f 

c. Pion-Pion Interaction 

Pions may be considered as .particles consisting of virtual nucleon-antinucleon pairs 

(seel 5JI). The detailed bibliography is also given there). 

The 11 structure" of a pion may be expressed by the formulas: 

9,: p, n i <ft-= p,n; '1i
0
= 2.. --1. ( p-n ... p-ri). 

(SJ) 

a hypothetical pionl54 1 

Col) V, 

Here p,n are a proton and a neutron, whereas 

neutron. 

p and n are an antiproton and anti-
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Thi:, conce:ltion of n pion as a complex particle enables to consider the dimention of 

the pion a as a distance between the particles ancl antiparticles into which a pion vir

tually dissociates. Due to strong interq,:::tion of nucleons it ought to be considered tllH.t 

the cross section for pion-pion interaction will bu 

0 ,....._ r,:-- 2. 
!li!fi' - ✓IQ 

(84) 

On the other hand, the distnnce a may be estimated from the mass difference 17± and 

i.n° -mesons which is 9 electron masses and is a difference of electromagnetic energies of 

the charged and neutral pions. Thjs difference is equal to: 

e2. ( eft}2. mL 
AE"'da +}' d.HC az.. (85) 

':•;·"-!:.'- ,, .. 

Here the first term is an electrostatical energy; the second term i3 a magnetic enereY,. 

are of the order of a unit; m is the total m:i.enetic moment of a nuo-

) • Assuming LI. E = 9 m
0 

c 2 one may find by the order of the magnitude 

t,he numbers J.,j> 
leon (1 m 1 t::: 2 

and 5,lo-27cm2 • 

written as follows 

The pion absorption coefficient in a nucleon k(r) may be approximately 

I( [i) = 6;--'-7 n(z} 
1 

(86) 

where n (r) is the pion density in a nucleon 11 atmosphere 11 ,In the region of the one-pion 

state 

n(z) ~: !1 r~J, (87) 

where ...P ( z) 1/w ( e) =h ('l.) is taken from Table III 

as well as from (58), (The factor J/2 also takes into account the presence of neutral me

sons), 

The curve k(r) calculated by formula (86) for 5,lo-27 cm2 is plotted in Fig, 12, As is 

seen from this Figure the agreement is only rough, 

However, one could hardly expect a better agreement since in t_he region r = 0,2.;.1 

the composition of the pion atmosphere is not reduced to the one-pion state whereas the 

exact composition.J~ (r) is not known. 

In. the region r "" 1 the values for k(r) obtained by the optical model arc very doub-

tful, 

Therefore, to determine pion-pion interaction more accurate measurements of the dif-
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fractional· pion scattering on nucleons in the small angle region seem to be very impor

tant and promising13). 

§ 8. Theory of Nucleon Optical Model 

The optical theory of particle scattering on a nucleon considered above is simple 

and visual. At the same time it is rather naive • 
• At any rate the nucleon model as a refradliting and absorbing medium must be theore-

tically and experimentally grounded. 

Two problems must be considered in this connection: 

1) What are the conditions for the optical model of a nucleon to be correct? 

2) If the optical model is correct what are the conditions for the formula (81) be 

applicable for the calculation of the phase shift P.t ? 

Let us consider these problems. 

A. Equation for Pion Scattering on a·Nucleon 

At present we have no general theory of ,;r -meson and nucleon interaction. Therefo

re, there is no well-grounded theoretical base ·to analyze the importance of any approxi

mate methods, in particular, the nucleon opt~cal model. Nevertheless, rather general con

clusions concerning the conditions of the applicability of the optical model or, in other 

words, of the co~plex interaction potential are possible. Therefore, let us write down 

the Schradinger equation for the pion and nucleon system in the momentum space as a chain 

of relativistically invariant equations1 55 1. 

(88) 

where is the wave function ,describing the real 

and virtual state of particles in pion interaction with a nucleon; ks are the momenta of 

particles; E is the total energy of the system, H
0 

is the Hamiltonian of the noninterac

ting particles, W-
55

, is the interaction operator, describing the production ( or annihi

lation) of particles in the transition s - s•. 

13).0ne may arrive at important conclusions about (f!rfr) interaction by studying an
gular distributions of particles produced in ((Q' N)-interactions. In particular, the de
viation from the isotropy (in the c.m.s.) for the stars with a sma11 multiplicity of the 
produced particles is an indication to (/'/'iV{) - intera·ction. 
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When considering the ~pt~cal model of all the functions 9-?s we are interested only 

in the function r;p cYp(/(1 P) 
.s which describes the elastic scattering of a pion with 

the moment k, = k on a nucleon with the momentum k.:t a p. 
To distinguish this component ¢1 = 'f we rewrite th~ equatfon system (88) as follows: 

, 
(·E- Ho}'fl~ L w,u' stis 

s 'l:J. 

( £-II,,) </J.r, ==Z. vis's"¢.,, + ~'..r <fJ 
S'f Z. .I 

(89) 

or, dividing the second equation into (E -H., ), with the help of the "elementary scatter

ing matrix" 7 , equal to 

t = f + (E-llo)W, 
(90) 

(see, in more detai11 55 1) we may rewrite the equations (58) in the operator form 

{E -H)ep =W<p] 
¢: r~ +l ¢ 

• 

From here one may obtain the equation for the function (/J 

( E -H0 )ep "'W;:\ 'fl-,. (WlN <p) 
fv--,.oo 

If we assume that 

a) all the divergent terms from this equation are excluded. 

(91) 

by integrating 

(92) 

b) the residual term by N - o0 is tending to zero (cf .1 57 1), then this equation 

may be written as follows: 

rE-[(i, p)J (p (~, p)/~ 'p- 'j = r'-t/(~p/fl,'p;Cj)(ijfa'Jd{l<f), 
(92) 

where the operator 
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(93) 

}'or the re:.i.l processes E = 11
0 

the matrix 'l will also contribute to the imaginary 

pa.rt of the operator in view of the functi_on being imaginary; thus, the operator G is 

complex and this complexit( is due to the ieal, inelastic ~recesses. 

Let us pass now to the coordinate system where K 

be written as follows 

or in the coordinate representation 

+ p O. Then Eq.(92) may 

(94) 

(95) 

Here I1n(x) and H(x) are the Hamiltonians of the free motion of a pion and a nucleon. 

As it can be seen the interaction in which we t~ke an interest is, generally speaking, de-

termined by the nonlocal operator (jf' { 7,} • However, if the initial equation .system 

(51) is local, the nonlocality in (95) is only a result of the writing down in the coordi

nate representation of the fact that the interaction is dependent upon the velocities: 

(96) 

where V is a complex interaction operator dependent u·pon the velocities of parttcles: 

or 
v("; £; {?•)=f :!f'T{I"/l,'£)[(-<'-,t)a~c,Jnd3..t'=[ ~! V,/.tE)a~:;tJii. 

B ■ Conditions for the Existence of Complex 

Potential 

(97) 

It can be seen that there exists no complex potential which could be inte~preted as a~ 
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opt1cal refraction and absorption f~ctor of the piQ!l waves inside a nucleon since we ob

tain a nonlocal operator instead of a potential •. 

However, in case of the applicability of geometry 9i:JHf:l§ 

t"il i 
q> (:1.) ""q)o (.t) e aqJo 

and - ,...., 0 
;}:L - ' 

In this case the operator V(x,E,v~) is reduced to the complex potential 

V( .xJ E, "'') - I/ [x, It) 
J 

(99) 

dependent upon a particle momentum. In other words, the conditions for the geometric optics 

being applicable coincide with the •condition when the nonloeal. cippru.t()r F or V may be 

replaced for complex potential (99). 

In those regions of a nucleon where the absorption becomes so strong that the amplitu

de of the pion wave changes noticeably ove:r ttrn w~velength .A more general relations 

should be used for the calculation of the phase Pe , tet us remind also that the applica-

bility of the optical model is improved when passing to smaller wave lengths, 

_§_ 9_~ Conclusion 

The. study of the structure of elementary part;toles and of nucleons seems to be a1; a 

very early stage of its development. A great progress was. made in the investigation of the 
. I 

electromagnetic structure of a proton and a neutron, 'l'he obtained data on the charge and 

magnetic moment distribution in nucleons arc fitted with the main theoretical concepts of 

the pion theory. However, the electromagnetic properties of the nucleon central regions 

still remain very obscure. 

The study of nucleon structure by means of nuclear interactions is in embryo, 

The simplest approach to the meson structure of a nucleon is the analysis of pion scat

tering on the basis of·the nucleon optical model. In its present form this model has a phy

sical meaning for sufficiently energetic pions (nucleons) and not for too 

deep layers of nucleon s~ructure. 
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T a-b 1 e- I 

Energy interval 
___ (Bev) 

Mean energy 
(BeV) 

28"".'.58 

58- 121 

121 - 387 

28 - 387 

37 

77 

178 

50 

0,60 .±0,04 

0,62±. 0,05 

0,67.±, 0,13 

0,61 ~ 0,03 

Table II 

Wavelengths of Varions Rays 

0,59±. 0,05 

0,61 ±..0,06 

o, 7 9 ±..0,25 

0,61,±0,04 

========================================================================================= 
Source of 

rays 

6 Bev Berkeley 
nevatron 
Joint Institute 
Synchrophasotron 
50 Bev Synchropha
sotron 
Stanford electron 
linear accelerator 
10 Bev Proton Beams 
(perspective) 
10 BeV proton and 
electron beams (perspective) 
500 MeV electron beams 
(perspective) 

Nature of 

rays 

protons (6.15 BeV) 
pions (5 BeV) 
protons (10 BeV) 
pions (8 BeV) 
protons (50 BeV) 
pions (50 BeV) 

electrons(lBeV) 

'protons+ protons 
(10 BeV) 

wavelengths of a nucleon and 
scattered particle (ray)(5:_1m.s.) 
in the units f = 10- cm. 

0.12 

o.lJ 
0.09 
0.10 

0.04 
0.04 

o.J5 

0.018 

proton+electrons (10 Bev) 

electrons+electrons 

0.019 

o.4 
(500 MeV) 
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T a b l e III 

Distribution of an Electric Char8e of a Pion Cloud in a Nucleon 

~-( ~;c) 0 0,05 0,075 0,0875 0,1 0,125 

, 

dt ('l.J li.fm,/¼ 0 0,17 0,58 0,88 1,13 1,64 

(wrc·) 0,15 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 
'i· -.• 1\-

ol J; (1.) 1/m.1rc · 1/e 1,95 2,05 1,46 0,9 0,55 0,35 

(~) 
't·' 'VI,. 

- 1,0 1,5 2,0 

dJ; (-r,J 3/m.tc ;le 0,146 0,082 0,0145 
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T a b l 'e IV 

Angular Distribution of Rays in jNNj-collisions /lab.system/ 

---------------=~======================================================================= 
A n g l e The number of particles (experimental) 
i n t e r v a l /Calculated/ ------------------------------,----------------

0 - 3 2,2 

0 - 5 1,9 

0 - 10 1,4 

Table V 
Ratio of Refraction and Absorption Optical Coefficients 

for (p-p) - Collisions 

1,5 2,24 2,75 4,40 6,15 9,0 

1,2 0,95 0,51 _0,1 0,05 
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Grey" aqd "black'' regions inside a nucleon. rnastic scattering becomes 

by. ).. .. o mainly diffractional. The "black" region js a possible region of 
the ~nonlodality11 • 
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\ 
\ 

\. 

' 

13 
Dashed line shows a dependenoe of an electric charge of a nucleon pion 

cloud tf!W' upon a magnitude of the cut-off parameter __)I • Solid line indica-
tes the same·for the electric radius (i~>. • e ,,.. 
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a2 13 
. Dashed line shows the dependence of the magnetic moment of a pion cloud 

.:r!!i' upon the magnitude of the cut-off parameter~ • Solid line shows the 
same for the magnetic radius<~~ >tr. 
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Feynmann diagram for electron scattering Jal, la.' I and for the production 
of electron-positron pairs I ¥I, I .tr• I on a nucleon. A solid double line 
indicates a proton, a solid single line - an electron or a positron, the wave 
line a a- -meson, the dashed line a p - quantum, the shaded .regions show ·a 
form ... ;taGto:r:. ' · 
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dr,~ dtc 

dJi ~ dlC 

I 
I 

.......... 

' 

O.t., 

\ 
'\ 

' ' .,...__, 

o.t 1.2. 1.6 
t 

2.0 

4 

' 
" ' I I I :'>,;;-- =· I , 't o \ T o_i, · n t ........__ 7 _

2 
·1.6 2 

8' 

Electromagnetic structure of a nucleon, Cl ia the structure of a proton, 
o' is the structure of a neutron. The solid curve indicates the distribution 
of an electric charge in a proton and neutron; the dashed line - the correspon
ding distributions .of an electric charge in the cores of a proton and a neutrca. 

/ 
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Feynmann diagram for an electric polarization of a meson cloud ind nuclear. 
The solid curve is a nucleon, the wave-like ·- a pion, the dashed line- r-quantum. 

Fig.a. 

initial 
state 

final 
state 

I I 

+N f1i" 
I I 

9TI" ♦ .v 
+1r/mJ1ci.-

Graphic picture of Tamm hypothesis. 
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{lL) &v (o) Gs 

a is the 1''eynmann diagram for the vector part of the electromagnetic form-factor of a nucleon. 
~ is one of the Feynmann diagrams for the scalar part of this 

form-factor. The solid line clows a nucleon, the wave-like - a pion, the 
dashed line - q - quantum. 
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PP 
4 ra,ys 
Zltparticles 

PP 
6;8 rays 
-'2partic les 

Pn.. 
3 rays 

'112 part ic ltis 

Pli_ 
5;1- rays 

Histograms of the distribution of a number of charged particles produced 
in proton-proton and proton-nentron collisions at 9BeV. The values of the par
ticle emission angle are put along the absicca axis in the c.m.s. 1441. 
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The range of a pion ins1de a nucleons, is a collision parameter; r "is 
the distance to the centre of a nucleon. The mesons are absorbed along the 

length ab = 25. The transparency is 1' rp; ,. e ·"-~ <Pl fJ (f'J = (, 
The diffraction due to this limited transparency of a nucleon is exactly the 
same as the diffraction from the hole in the screen with the transparency 
'.i°fpj = I- e .z 'll'_r' • 
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K {'t) 

. 
\ . 
\ 

1 \. 

\ . 
'· --- . --. . 

0 0.2 o.', 0.6 0.8 f.O f.2. 1.11 1.6 

The coeffi~ient. of pion ab~orption in a nucleon K-k(~) as a function of .... 
the .distance r from the riucleon centre. The values in the units 10-lJcm the 
values k(r)- in the units lQ+lJcm. Solid curves show. the values k(r) conl'l!ruc
ted by the extreme experimental values for •E = • lJB. The dashed line shows 
the mean values k(r) for E = 5 Bev. The point-dash line indicates the -depen-
dence :·. ·· l({r) = 'frny·rt) ·. constructed with account of the theoretical values 
for the density p(t). 
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Note Added in Proof 

I' 

1. The estimate of 6,;,r- in Seo. 7 Bis a lower limit of the possible values 

of ·6"._ 1 when the nucleon and antinuoleon into which a pion dissociated io considered (F(ll . . 

to be point ("bare") particles. If we take into account their effective dimensions then the 

effective dimension of a. pion and the cross ~ection c,;..r , corespondingly, may increa

se some times. The curveU(tJ.6.,.·\p~(t)may •be brought into agreement with the curve !If?) 

obtained from the optical analysis. 

2. As rec~nt experiments of E. Tzyganov with the Joint Institute synchrophasotron have 

shown (in print) the angular distributions of the eleastic (p-p)- 3cattering as a small 

angles) 0 < 10° in o.m.s. cannot be accounted for in the framework of a purely absorbing 

nucleon ("black11 or 11 grey11 ). It is possible that even at high energies in the small angle 

region e < 10° the potential scattering still plays a noticeable role, i.e., 

d bnd (0) -/: 0. 
d.Q 


